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TOTAL ENROLLED LAND = 177.36 Acres
TOTAL EXCLUDED LAND = 0 Acres
TOTAL GRAND LIST = 177.36 Acres

PRODUCTIVE FORESTLAND = 145.37 Acres
Area 1: Pioneer species 48.37 Acres
Area 2: Pine plantation 9 Acres
Area 3: Mixedwood 76 Acres
Area 4: White cedar 12 Acres

NONPRODUCTIVE FORESTLAND = 7 Acres
Area 1: Swamp 1 Acre
Area 3: Swamp 4 Acres
Area 4: Swamp 2 Acres

PRODUCTIVE AGRICULTURAL LAND
Area 5: Meadow 24.99 Acres
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Property of  Victor and Julie Rodwin

I.   INTRODUCTION
Effective forest management improves the attributes and value of a woodland property for the long-

term benefit of the landowner and society.  A forest management plan is a blueprint for responsible land 
stewardship.  It is the result of a planning process that incorporates an assessment of the current conditions on 
the property, consideration of the various courses of future development that it could follow and discernment 
with the landowner as to which outcome best suits their particular goals.  Recommendations of the management
actions which will help realize these goals are then presented in the plan.  The adoption of a forest management 
plan demonstrates a landowner's commitment to sustainability.

This management plan, developed for the property of Victor and Julie Rodwin in Woodbury, Vermont,
is written for the ten year period from 2015-2025.  Its recommendations were developed in accordance with the
principles and practices of scientifically sound forestry, as described in the relevant management guidelines, 
textbooks and academic journals.  This plan qualifies the property for Use Value Appraisal and commensurate 
reduction in property taxes.  Participation in the Use Value Appraisal program necessitates an obligation by an 
owner to manage the property according to the plan and make such reasonable investments for improvement as 
may be recommended.

II.   LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
The 192.99 acre property covered by this plan is 85% wooded, and the forest stands have good 

potential for producing sawtimber and fuelwood.  The property is located in the northeastern part of the town 
of Woodbury and is bordered by the Cabot Road to the south, by North Road to the west, and by the Cabot 
town line to the east.  Elevations on the property range from 1180 to 1380 feet and the forest soils are a mixture
of Buckland, Cabot, Glover Calais rocky, and Paecham silt loam complexes.  Property lines are marked by old 
wire fences in most places and access to the property is generally good using a network of woods roads, most of 
which originate from North Road.  The last commercial timber harvest on the property occurred in 1995 and 
1996. Some 132,000 board feet of white pine, red spruce, and balsam fir were removed from a large area 
encompassing most of the forest.  Stand 2—the 9 acre pine plantation—was not thinned at that time.  

The Rodwin property lies within the southern edge of of an important wildlife habitat block that covers 
all of northeastern Woodbury and includes the Buck Lake Wildlife Management Area.  In addition, the northern
half of the property—including all of Area 4 and parts of Areas 1 and 3—is part of a larger deer wintering area.  
Area 4 is the most widely used by deer and moose, due to its dense coniferous cover in places and to the stream 
that runs through it, which flows east off the property into West Hill Pond.  Bush honeysuckle is scattered along 
this stream and throughout the property, but is more prevalent along North Road and adjacent to Mud Pond, in 
the west.

III.   MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
Conservation:  The ecological functioning, productive capacity and biological diversity of the forest 

resource shall be maintained or improved over time so as to provide opportunities for the current or future 
landowners to continue to enjoy and utilize the property.  A management strategy that is sustainable in the long-
term and viable in the short- and medium-term offers a strong measure of protection against future development
or conversion.

Timber management:  Long-term value growth is provided by maintaining full site occupancy with healthy
stems capable of producing high quality sawtimber and veneer.  Tree species which yield sought-after, high value
wood shall be promoted within the stand or, when regenerating a new stand, attention shall be paid to providing
the stand conditions which favor the establishment of those species.  At a property-wide scale, a variety of 
species shall be maintained to provide opportunities to exploit future market opportunities and as a hedge 
against species-specific market depreciation.  Among desired species, additional preference shall be given to 
individual stems of sufficient vigor and grade-potential for strong future value growth.  Consideration of 



economic efficiency shall inform the timing and coordination of infrastructure investments and stand 
maintenance, improvement and harvest operations.

IV.   GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
The basic data and information for this plan were obtained from field examination of the property in the

summer of 2014.  General conditions were assessed qualitatively in conjunction with quantitative sampling of 
the overstory strata in each stand, which together provide the basis for the stand descriptions and management 
recommendations developed for this property.  Effective implementation of the management recommendations 
in this plan will require further technical assistance.  The oversight of a professional forester is necessary for 
preparing and administering commercial treatments and management activities carried out directly by the 
landowner benefit from a forester's guidance and advice.

V.   STAND DESCRIPTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A forest management plan is a flexible guide for the sustained production and harvesting of timber 

crops.  It is the manager's tool by which an owner's goals and priorities are reconciled with the biological 
realities of a stand.  The basic forest management plan required for the Use Value Appraisal program follows.  
Stand conditions, management objectives and stand prescriptions are made for each numbered cover-type area.  
A copy of this plan is on file with the Washington County Forester, who has certified it.  Landowners in the Use 
Value Appraisal program must file a Forest Management Activity Report with the county forester by February 
1st if any harvesting occurred in the previous year.  The statutes require that the management plan be updated 
and refiled every ten years.

VI.   MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

2017 Area 1 Shelterwood seed cut
2017 Area 2 Free thinning
2017 Area 3 Group selection cut
2025 All areas Update management plan



AREA 1                                                       PIONEER SPECIES                                65 ACRES

STAND CONDITIONS
Areas of this stand likely developed from old hay mowings, while other areas grew from unimproved 

pasture land.  One small area was an apple orchard.  The progressive abandonment of this agricultural land left 
an even-aged stand structure with tree ages varying from place to place.  The oldest forest here appears to be 
100 or 110 years, while the youngest is only 80 or so.  Scattered pasture maples date to an earlier time.  The 
major species present are aspen (24% of basal area) and hard maple (23%), with lesser amounts of paper birch 
(11%), white pine (9%), and hemlock (7%).  Spruce, fir, yellow birch, beech, ash, and black cherry are also 
scattered throughout.  Some 61% of the overall basal area is in acceptable growing stock and timer quality is 
generally fair.  Beech bark disease and black knot of cherry are both present in the stand, but are not prevelent 
and pose little threat to stand health.  Of larger concern is the bush honeysuckle becoming established along 
North Road and the margins of Mud Pond.  Tree regeneration is limited in places by the honeysuckle, but is fair 
overall and consists of hard maple, balsam fir, ash, yellow birch, soft maple, spruce, and beech.  We observed 
signs of deer and moose, but no great amount of browse.  Establishment of further regeneration should not be 
difficult.  Logging roads are still in good shape from the work done in 1995, and a good landing site is available 
on North Road. 

STAND DATA  (2014)
SITE CLASS:  II & IV
DETERMINED BY: Soils mapping/field examination
ACCESS DISTANCE:  Less than one mile
AGE STRUCTURE: Even-aged,  80-110 years old
STOCKING LEVEL:  Overstocked

OVERSTORY B.A./A.:  145 ft2

ACCEPTABLE B.A./A.:  88 ft2

QUADRATRIC STAND DIAMETER:  11.3"
NUMBER TREES/A.:  208
CRUISE DATA:  6 points, 10 BAF, 7/17/2014

SIZE CLASS STRUCTURE (% B.A.): 6-10”: 31% 12-16”: 49% 18-20”: 10% 22+”: 9%

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
The long-term objective for this stand is the production of quality sawtimber and merchantable by-

products through a crop tree oriented, even-aged management system.  An 80 year rotation age is 
recommended with a 15 year thinning schedule.

PRESCRIPTION
2017: Shelterwood seed cut - The priority for this entry is the uniform establishment of a new 

cohort of desirable species (sugar maple, yellow birch, white ash).   The target mean residual basal area is 
60 ft2/ac.  Removals should focus on the three- or four-sided release of well formed, high vigor stems of 
preferred species, to encourage seed production and volume accrual.  These stems should be well rooted 
and with sufficiently strong crowns to respond well to release. Secondarily, poor quality or at risk stems 
should be removed singly or in small clusters until the target basal area is attained.  Subsequent harvesting 
operations should not proceed until regeneration is well established (5,000 3-4 ft tall seedlings/ac), in 
approximately 10-15 years.  See Leak et al.'s 1987 Silvicultural Guide for Northern hardwood Types in the 
Northeast (revised) for background.  Part of Area 1, to the west of North Road, will likely be sold in the 
near future and should not be entered.  This will also limit the spread of honeysuckle, which is most 
prevalent there.



AREA 2                                                       PINE PLANTATION                        9 ACRES

STAND CONDITIONS
This small plantation of red and white pine is approximately 60 years old and occupies a good site with a

southerly aspect and a 20% slope.  Red and white pine are intermixed, each accounting for 45% of the total 
basal area, though places are heavier to one or the other.  Lesser amounts of fir and spruce are mixed in, mostly 
in the stand's eastern end where white pine is more dominant.  The stand has not been thinned for 30 years and 
crowns have been reduced because of the competition, but the dominant trees should still respond well to 
release.  Timber quality is good and acceptable growing stock accounts for 86% of the overstory basal area.  
Limited instances of white pine blister rust are present.  Advanced regeneration is abundant and approximately 
15 feet tall, providing good low wildlife cover. It is comprised of hard and soft maple, fir, spruce, ash, striped 
maple, and beech, betraying the site's northern hardwood leanings.

STAND DATA  (2014)
SITE CLASS:  II
DETERMINED BY: Soils mapping/field examination
ACCESS DISTANCE:  Less than one mile
AGE STRUCTURE: Even-aged,  60 years old
STOCKING LEVEL:  Well stocked 

OVERSTORY B.A./A.:  157 ft2

ACCEPTABLE B.A./A.:  147 ft2

QUADRATRIC STAND DIAMETER:  13.7"
NUMBER TREES/A.:  153
CRUISE DATA:  3 points, 10 BAF, 7/17/2014

SIZE CLASS STRUCTURE (% B.A.): 6-10”: 11% 12-16”: 60% 18-20”: 19% 22+”: 11%

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
The long-term objective for this stand is the production of quality sawtimber and merchantable by-

products through a crop tree oriented, even-aged management system.  A 100 year rotation age is 
recommended with a 15 year thinning schedule.

PRESCRIPTION
2017: Free thinning - This treatment shall select and release on four sides the most vigorous, high 

quality stems in the stand.  Up to 40 crop trees per acre, evenly distributed within the stand, should be 
selected and released.  Crop tree selection should be concentrated on red and white pine, but exceptionally 
well formed red spruce stems may be selected as well.  Crop trees should have high live crown ratios 
(preferably over 20%) to ensure their successful release.  Removals unrelated to crop tree release should be
limited to diseased or at risk stems and mature balsam fir. 



AREA 3                                                       MIXEDWOOD                      80 ACRES

STAND CONDITIONS
Major species in this even-aged small sawtimber stand are white cedar (20% of basal area), spruce 

(15%), and yellow birch (13%).  Balsam fir, hard maple, soft maple and hemlock together account for an 
additional 32% of basal area, with paper birch, white pine, black cherry, and ash making up the remainder.  The 
stand was partially thinned in 1985 and again in 1995 and skid trails remain in good condition, providing easy 
access throughout.  Some wet areas exist, however, limiting operations to winter months in places.  Timber 
quality is fair and 86% of the overstory basal area is in acceptable growing stock.  Good hard and soft maple, 
white ash, and yellow birch advance regeneration is present on nicer sites within the stand.  In some other places
balsam fir and red spruce dominate the regeneration.  Elsewhere, advance regeneration is lacking altogether.  In 
areas where regeneration is present, there is some evidence of deer browse above snowline.  Windthrow is also 
in evidence in a few spots where soils are especially shallow and the occasional bush honeysuckle can be found, 
but the forest here is generally healthy.  A stream originates in the western part of the stand and flows from 
there into the adjacent cedar stand.

STAND DATA  (2014)
SITE CLASS:  II & III
DETERMINED BY: Soils mapping/field examination
ACCESS DISTANCE:  Less than one mile
AGE STRUCTURE: Even-aged,  80 years old
STOCKING LEVEL:  Adequate (above B-line)

OVERSTORY B.A./A.:  110 ft2

ACCEPTABLE B.A./A.:  95 ft2

QUADRATRIC STAND DIAMETER:  11.0"
NUMBER TREES/A.:  167
CRUISE DATA:  10 points, 10 BAF, 7/17/2014

SIZE CLASS STRUCTURE (% B.A.): 6-10”: 33% 12-16”: 57% 18-20”: 5% 22+”: 5%

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
The long-term objective for this stand is the production of quality sawtimber through an uneven-

aged management system.  The recommended management regime is a 15 year cutting cycle, a minimum 
basal area of 70 square feet per acre and species-specific target diameters as follows: 28 inches for white 
pine, 24 inches for red spruce, 20 inches for sugar maple, yellow birch, black cherry and other high value 
hardwoods, 18 inches for other commercial hardwoods (with exceptions allowed for all veneer quality 
hardwood stems) and for hemlock. Target size class structure for poles, small sawtimber and large/very 
large sawtimber, by percent basal area, is 30-30-40. Long-term compositional goals call for greater 
representation of high value hardwoods and red spruce.  Conversion from an even-aged stand to a balanced 
uneven-aged stand will require multiple cutting cycles.

PRESCRIPTION
2017: Group selection cut for conversion to uneven-aged structure – The priority for this treatment is

the establishment of new regeneration through group selection.  Groups should be at least 1/10 acre (dia.=
1 ch.) and no larger than 3/4 acre (dia. = 3 ch.).  A wide range of group sizes, shapes, and orientations 
should be created and seed trees may be reserved in some group openings.  This variability will 
accommodate the establishment and recruitment of regeneration with varying degrees of shade tolerance 
and will take advantage of existing patterns of regeneration and overstory stocking.  The location of 
openings should be prioritized as follows: (1) to release well established advance regeneration of preferred 
species, (2) to remove concentrations of unacceptable growing stock and poor quality stems, (3) to create 
spacing within the stand that is well suited to the terrain, representative of a variety of site conditions (to 
encourage diversity of regeneration) and roughly even, and (4) to improve size class distribution by 
concentrating removals among low-vigor small sawtimber unlikely to graduate quickly into the large 
sawtimber size class.  The total area of patches should not exceed 1/3 of the total stand area.  Tending in 



the matrix between patches should focus on improving stand structure, maximizing long-term value growth
and capturing impending mortality.  Up to 15 well formed, high vigor pole stems and 10 small sawtimber 
stems should be identified and released on three or four sides to accelerate their volume growth and 
progression into larger size classes.  Especially weak stems that are at risk of dying or losing value over the 
subsequent cutting cycle should also be removed.



AREA 4                                                       WHITE CEDAR                      14 ACRES

STAND CONDITIONS
This stand is situated on a very wet site which straddles the stream.  Most of the rest of the property 

drains into this low area and in places standing water is present throughout the summer.  Snags and blowdowns 
are common and any machine entry into the stand should be confined to frozen conditions.  White cedar 
dominates the overstory, accounting for 68% of the basal area, but fir, spruce, yellow birch, and red maple are 
also present.  The main cohort is probably greater than 80 years old and may have developed following heavy 
cutting of cedar for fenceposts and other agricultural uses.  The wet, calcerious soils probably mean that cedar 
grew in this spot since before European-American occupation.  No trees larger than 16 inches in diameter were 
noted, but the continual disturbance from windthrow has enabled some regeneration, and younger trees are 
present, especially where soils are wetter and cedar is ubiquitous.  Advance regeneration is limited by dense 
canopies and regular deer and moose browse, but cedar and balsam fir seedlings are still common.  The area is 
important deer wintering habitat because of its dense coniferous canopy, the presence of water, and the 
abundance of low foliage that greens up earlier in the spring here than elsewhere, providing a needed early 
season food source.  Bush honeysuckle extends into the stand in dispersed clumps and there is a risk of its 
spreading.  

STAND DATA  (2014)
SITE CLASS:  II, III, & IV
DETERMINED BY: Soils mapping/field examination
ACCESS DISTANCE:  Less than one mile
AGE STRUCTURE: Even-aged,  80-110 years old?
STOCKING LEVEL:  Understocked 

OVERSTORY B.A./A.:  103 ft2

ACCEPTABLE B.A./A.:  93 ft2

QUADRATRIC STAND DIAMETER:  9.0"
NUMBER TREES/A.:  235
CRUISE DATA:  3 points, 10 BAF, 7/17/2014

SIZE CLASS STRUCTURE (% B.A.): 6-10”: 48% 12-16”: 52% 18-20”: 0% 22+”: 0%

MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
The long-term objective for this stand is the production of quality sawtimber, fenceposts, and associated

wood products through an even-aged management system.  A 140 year rotation age is recommended with a 30 
year thinning schedule.

PRESCRIPTION
No treatment is necessary during the period of this plan because of low stocking.


